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Your brand - first and foremost an idea.
A brand is essentially an idea in the mind of the customer.
Your brand idea is represented by your logo and supported by branding collateral and other branding
activities.
The best brands are simple, well defined and differentiated.

Esprit de Corp
One of the most important messages a CEO must present is what your brand stands for.
It is vital that the CEO, management and staff all share a common understanding of the brand idea.

●
●
●
●

How do we as a company present our face to the world?
What promise do we make to our customers, partners and staff about what they will experience when
dealing with us?
How are we different from everyone else?
What is the brand identity that communicates those attributes.

By presenting a single unified idea about what your company is, does, how it behaves, how it looks,
everybody involved can get their thinking aligned in one direction.
It’s then vital to communicate and reproduce the brand experience and identity consistently for an extended
period of time.

Respect
Once established, a brand must demand respect.
This means staying true to the core brand idea, applying brand identity consistently over a long, long time,
resisting frivolous and unnecessary change and demanding that users of the brand reproduce it correctly and
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exactly as originally specified.
This requires a strong constitution, a shared belief in the brand and a formal system to ensure consistency.
A laissez-faire approach to managing brand identity and supporting brand assets just won’t cut it.

A formal brand identity management system requires:
●
●
●
●
●

Users to follow established procedure.
Use correct and up-to-date artwork.
Comply with your brand standards.
Respect our intellectual property.
We care about the details.

The mere existence of a formal system says:
“This is our brand. This is how it is to be used. Don’t mess with it.”

Without respect:●
●
●

They'll abuse you and your logo
Won't care about your brand rules or where they put it
May get it all wrong, wrong colours, wrong font, squished, squashed - ruined.

Time Savings
When you’re a medium to large size company, hierarchy and bureaucracy can often get in the way of efficient
business practices. This applies to brand standards, brand identity assets, logo artwork, images, marketing
collateral and media assets as much as any other business information.
As CEO you need to look at ways your organization can be more productive at every level.
"A commonly used estimate of the amount of time used to search for a file is three minutes and the searchedfor file is not found 40% of the time. The estimate of the number of searches done in a typical year is 2,500
per person. That equates to 15.5 man-days in 200 for searching. Obviously, searches will continue regardless
of whether or not a system is in place and time doing it will continue to be spent."
From the white paper “Assessing the Value of DAM Systems for Advertising Agencies

With an decent brand asset management system, staff and trusted external users can find and access
artwork, images and marketing collateral when needed without delay and without compromising brand
standards.
A good brand asset management system saves time with:

●
●

Communication of brand standards
Effective meta-data and fast accurate search.
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●
●
●
●

Permission based self-service access.
Ability to deliver brand assets globally on demand.
On demand access to valid and up to date artwork and collateral.
Automatically delivery brand usage guidelines.

Time To Market
Time to market can be critical in a competitive environment.
Branding and Marketing is notorious for deadline pressure, missed deadlines and late nights. How often have
you heard a plea late in the day for a your logo artwork or some other brand material.
When generating new branding activities, marketing or advertising collateral, there is an education and
distribution processes that has to take place.
Creation and delivery of media-kits or project resources, is time consuming and costly.

A good brand identity management system will:

●
●
●
●
●

Automate notification and distribution of new collateral to trusted users.
Deliver new material electronically near instantaneously to everyone.
Provide on-demand zero-wait access to new brand material.
Render CD and couriers obsolete.
Be available 24x7.

Costs
Research in the US found that 2/3rds of all studio time was spent in re-creating artwork or collateral that had
previously existed - but couldn’t be found, was too hard to retrieve or nobody remembered that it already
existed.
"A typical consequence for not having a brand asset readily available is usually a
recreation of that asset or additional time spent hunting down acceptable art.
One conservative estimate calculates the replacement value of each asset at $100. If
art must be redone for the 1000 or so assets not found (40% of 2,500), and each is
nominally valued at $100, the result would be a $100,000 ROI calculation. While this
is not a bad starting point to assess your own savings, the truth is that companies with
successful BAM system implementations are easily achieving this and more.
From the white paper “Assessing the Value of DAM Systems for Advertising Agencies”
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While re-creation costs can be massive, lost staff time, distribution costs and opportunity costs drive up the
real costs of poor brand asset management.

A good brand asset management system will:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Provide a single easily searchable library of brand identity assets and collateral.
Supply original source artwork and derivative versions on demand.
Provide staff and trusted users simple fast on-demand discovery and access.
Allow staff to take advantage of branding opportunities without organizational friction.
Show staff and trusted users what already exists.
Reduce waste and unnecessary cost.

What? No P&L?
Your company has probably spent a significant amount of money in establishing your brand, investining in
brand identity, marketing collateral, signage, and advertising, to get where you are today.
As a result your brand is an incredibly expensive and valuable intangible asset.
You may have a recognized value in your balance sheet (most don’t).
However like the majority of companies, you probably won’t see a a P&L entry for brand asset management,
brand defense or brand maintenance. You probably don’t have a cost-centre for brand. It’s far more likely to
see advertising or marketing or a derivative of those. The true costs are generally hidden in the HR budget or
agency fees.
This may be partly because you have no formal brand asset management system with demonstrative cost.
With a formal brand asset management system in place, particularly a third-party solution, you will be able to
clearly see what the real costs are and you’ll even be able expense or capitalize the costs of purchasing and
operating a system depending on your situation.
While it will not typically be a significant number in your financials. Your brand is such an important item
in terms of the overall long term performance and valuation of your company - it deserves it’s place in the
annual report.
Doesn’t it?

Risk
Brands are very important, but easy to destroy.
Brands need constant attention and nurturing. Negligence and a failure to keep the brand and brand identity
true will lead to a watered down (weaker) brand. A weak brand becomes harder and harder to defend and an
easy target for competitors.
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Some of the risks
●
●
●
●

●
●

The logo is ‘tweaked’, colours changed, graphics played with. Nobody’s quite sure if it’s the same
brand anymore.
The tag-line changes too often and the original meaning of the brand is lost.
Logo treatment changes from ad to ad, brochure to brochure. The power of consistent repetition yearin-year-out is lost.
The logo is reproduced by a junior staff member using an alternative unapproved tag-line, which
leads to customer concerns that you’re changing your business model and then account managers
time in allaying concerns.
An external user reproduces your logo on an unapproved web-site which undermines your premium
market position.
One of your creative agencies designs a new treatment of the logo and brand. Looks great but risks
destroying years of hard won brand awareness and equity.

To defend a brand is not rocket science. It’s not art. It takes discipline.
Brands once established need to be defended ...and the best defense is offense..
Well not literally offense - but proactive delivery of the correct brand standards and original brand identity
artwork and collateral, at the right time.

A good brand asset management system will:

●
●
●
●
●

Make a positive statement about your brand.
Draw a line in the sand about what is acceptable and what is not.
Provide trusted users with the correct files and instructions on use.
Support sign-off requirements.
Demand adherence to your brand standards.

Independence From Creative
They're some of your most valuable assets. It's time you took control of them.
More often than not you need to work with a designer or ad agency to develop brand creative, images and
marketing materials.
However many companies rely on their Creatives to also manage the brand asset and other collateral on the
brand owner’s behalf. This is inherently risky, particularly if you employ multiple creative suppliers.
Do you need to contact the agency/designer each time you need some original artwork?
Who has the original file? Who has the latest version?
Creative suppliers are more than happy to manage brand assets for you, whether they are charging you for
access or not. It makes their job easier and helps to cement or ‘lock-in’ the relationship they have with you.
But, what happens when you want to change suppliers or bring in someone with new ideas?
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A good brand asset management system will:
●
●
●
●

Provide a central brand asset repository that all your staff and trusted creative suppliers can access.
Allow creative suppliers to publish new brand assets to the central repository.
Provide an approval process for new assets.
Give you back control over your brand assets.

Knowledge Transfer
In informal brand asset management systems - a lot of the corporate brand knowledge lies with key marketing
staff. A look at many marketing teams will reveal that the average tenure of a marketing executive is around
18-24 months.

●
●
●

Average tenure for CMOs: 22.9 months (at the top 100 branded companies).
Only 14% of CMOs for top global brands have been with their present company for more than three
years.
Nearly 50% of CMOs for top global brands are within 12 months of being on the job
(CMO = chief marketing officer)
Statistics from global executive search firm SpencerStuart’s report
“CMO Tenure: Slowing down the revolving door”

Clearly, a formal system that captures the company’s knowledge about it’s brand, brand standards, brand
identity assets and usage history is essential to ensure the brand can survive personnel changes, new
agendas, empire building, well intentioned creative initiatives and the challenge of constant change.

A good brand asset management system will:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Centrally capture brand standards, brand identity assets, collateral and branding activity.
Avoid the situation where important files are stored in personal files systems and lost when the person
leaves or is deleted by IT staff.
Provide a history of brand asset usage.
Record and manage trusted users.
Communicate what brand assets and branding collateral exists.
Elegantly handle the handing over of the keys to the castle.

Summary - Your Brand Needs Love And Respect
Your brand needs constant love and attention and you must be absolutely consistent. Strong brands grow by
staying true.
You also need respect for your brand.
Would you consider screwing with the Coca-Cola® logo? You'd have a ton of lawyers down on you if you did.
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We're NOT suggesting you hire a team of lawyers - but you do need to create the right conditions in order to
demand that others respect your brand and logo. This means setting the tone, communicating a strong and
focused brand position, being clear about what your brand stands for and establishing rules and systems to
ensure your brand is reproduced in it's original unadulterated form.
A good brand asset management system is an essential tool to ensure your brand survives and prospers.

Respect the brand.

- End -
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